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Senior leaders, always pressed for 
time, are nonetheless broadening 
their span of control. by Gary L. 
Neilson and Julie Wulf
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If senior executives are feeling ever-increasing 
pressure on their time—and few would sug-
gest that’s not the case—why would they add 
more to their plates? It seems counterintuitive, 
but according to our research into C-level 
roles over the past two decades, the CEO’s 
average span of control, measured by the 
number of direct reports, has doubled, rising 
from about five in the mid-1980s to almost 
10 in the mid-2000s. The leap in the chief ex-

ecutive’s purview is all the more remarkable when you 
consider that companies today are vastly more complex, 
globally dispersed, and strictly scrutinized than those of 
previous generations.

Let’s look at Sara Mathew, who became the chairman 
and CEO of Dun & Bradstreet in January 2010. On top of 
the six people who had reported to her predecessor, she 
tacked on the 10 who had made up her team when she 
was COO. In addition, she chose not to replace herself 
in the COO role, because she didn’t want to burden her 
staff with additional change, and—more to the point—
she wanted to stay on top of what was happening across 
the organization, so that she could quickly adjust direc-
tion if need be. 

Gary L. Neilson is a 
senior vice president in the 
Chicago office of Booz & 
Company and a coauthor of 

“the Secrets to Successful 
Strategy execution” (HBR 
June 2008). 

Julie Wulf is an associate 
professor at Harvard Busi-
ness School and has con-
ducted extensive research 
on the internal governance 
of senior management in 
large U.S. firms.How Many  
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Mathew exemplifies two trends we’ve uncov-
ered in our research into C-level roles over the past 
20 years. First, new CEOs in particular are taking 
on a broader array of responsibilities as they seek a 
comprehensive understanding of the business and 
as new technologies allow them to reach more peo-
ple more directly. But over time—once they attain 
a steady state—they gradually reduce their span of 
control until the number of reports approaches the 
old norm. Second, new CEOs are increasingly choos-
ing to go without a deputy. Across industries, the 
COO position has faded. In 1986 some 55% of For-
tune 500 companies had a chief operating officer. By 
1999 the number was down to 45%, and it has contin-
ued to decline over the past decade. 

The dual shifts are compatible. The COO has 
traditionally served as a “span breaker”—someone 

who managed multiple aspects of the business and 
translated them for the CEO. Lose the COO, and the 
CEO takes on the responsibility herself. Accord-
ingly, functional specialists like the chief informa-
tion officer and the chief marketing officer are more 
frequently reporting directly to the top, bringing 
relevant strategic capabilities to bear on direction 
setting and execution. At the same time, they’re 
increasingly taking on elements of general manage-
ment. This is in keeping with another trend we’ve 
observed, whereby executive talent is developed 
and broadened more rapidly and creatively than tra-
ditional three- to five-year job rotations allow. 

Some CEOs are “double hatting” key executives, 
giving them significant responsibilities outside of 
their official jobs. A functional executive might 
take on operational initiatives, while general man-
agers might be tasked with projects meant to ex-
pand their functional skills. Ian Read, the chairman 
and CEO of Pfizer, shifts responsibilities among his 
leaders to foster individual and team development.  

“I try to look for ways to help top individuals bond as 
a team, so if I’ve got somebody running a business 
unit, I might also charge him with running a cross- 
functional team looking at sustainable cost- 
reduction ideas,” he told us. “Or I’ll ask a functional 
leader, like our general counsel, to take the lead on 
a business issue such as our strategy in India, work-
ing closely with our head of emerging markets and 
his team. I recently moved oversight for the nutri-
tionals business from one executive, asked that 
leader to oversee our corporate strategy, and asked 
a functional head to lead nutritionals.”

Let’s return to Mathew. Not only is her team big-
ger than teams in the past; it also includes a much 
broader mix of roles. This gives her a direct view into 
aspects of the business that her predecessors were 
content to delegate. As a consequence, the spans 
of control at levels right below her are also broader 
than in the past—and this, too, reflects a larger trend. 
More people at the table means a broader perspec-
tive. It also means that greater detail is visible all the 
way up the chain of command, so functional leaders 
had better know what they’re talking about.

We identified these shifts, along with several 
related trends, through academic research by Julie 
Wulf (conducted in partnership with Maria Guada-
lupe of Columbia Business School and Raghuram 
Rajan of the University of Chicago’s Booth School of 
Business) that drew on an extensive database of de-
tailed managerial job descriptions in a large sample 

Data from a sample of Fortune 500 companies 
show a dramatic increase in the number of posi-
tions that answer directly to the Ceo. Most of the 
rise is due to the growing presence of functional 
specialists at the top table.

ceoS’ SpAN of coNtRoL HAS DoubLeD 
oveR tHe pASt tWo DecADeS

SOuRce RagHURaM g. RaJan anD JUlie WUlF,“tHe Flattening 
FiRM” (The Review oF economics and sTaTisTics, noveMBeR 2006); 

MaRia gUaDalUPe, Hongyi li, anD JUlie WUlF, “WHo liveS in tHe 
C-SUite?” (HaRvaRD BUSineSS SCHool WoRking PaPeR, 2011)  
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of Fortune 500 companies and explored how those 
jobs have evolved in the past 20 years. Our discus-
sion also integrates insights from more than 30 years 
of Gary Neilson’s work on organizational change, un-
dertaken with colleagues at Booz & Company and in-
volving CEOs and other executives in more than 250 
companies. Finally, we conducted interviews with 
five CEOs, whose experience provides an in-depth 
look at how the trends have played out in a variety 
of situations.

Our goal was to help answer a perennial question 
asked by CEOs and other senior executives: How 
much should they take on? It’s a tough question, be-
cause so much depends on circumstance as well as 
on how each CEO allocates and manages time. None-
theless, we uncovered patterns that suggest several 
guidelines. 

In this article we’ll look at how the span of con-
trol logically evolves and offer advice for managers 
as they progress in their careers. We’ll suggest five 
important areas to consider and explore the impli-
cations of each. Although much of our discussion is 
addressed specifically to CEOs, the points will help 
executives at least two levels down from the top 
spot build the right teams for themselves and their 
organizations.

evaluate Where you Are in the  
Senior-executive Life cycle 
Timing wields a significant influence when it comes 
to designing the structure at the top. The length of 
your tenure matters. You might think that as you gain 
experience, you should broaden your purview—that 
the more experience you have, the more you should 
directly control. In fact, the opposite is true. (See the 
diagnostic tool “What Is Your Target Span of Con-
trol?”) For any senior executive, the first year on the 
job is a time for learning and assessing. New CEOs 
are likely to expand their span of control as they 

set their strategic agenda, evaluate existing talent, 
get up to speed on all aspects of running the busi-
ness, and, oftentimes, undertake transformational 
programs. The span of control is typically highest at 
the start, a finding exemplified by Sara Mathew and 
many other executives we have worked with.

 “When I got in here, I spent the first 90 to 180 
days in what I would describe as a look, listen, and 
learn period,” Don Knauss, the chairman and CEO 
of Clorox, told us. “The first nine months I was get-
ting the strategy right, and then we did the structural 
work.” Until the CEO distills crucial information and 
identifies the company’s star performers, he or she is 
better off keeping the span of control broad.

As they gain experience and enter the steady state 
of running the organization, CEOs begin to reduce 
the number of direct reports and adjust the mix. At 
this stage they take a relatively hands-off approach 
to many aspects of the business. As Mathew fixed on 
a strategic direction for Dun & Bradstreet, she made 
changes to her top team, giving up direct respon-
sibility for roles and functions that were fairly ma-
ture or self-sustaining and elevating new strategic 
priorities, especially marketing and innovation, to 
grow the company. She recognized the importance 
of honing execution in three key markets—Europe, 
Asia Pacific, and North America—so she brought the 
operating executives of those regions into her direct-
report span. Today Mathew has seven direct reports, 

Not so lonely 
at the top

ceOs have doubled their  
span of control over the 
past two decades: increased 
geographical and market com-
plexities demand new points 
of view in the top team.

Ceos are increasingly 
engaged in the business, and 
more are playing the span-
breaking Coo role themselves.

ceOs are changing  
the leadership mix:
Functional leaders account for 
80% of the increase in posi-
tions reporting to the Ceo.

and the Coo position is 
fading. By 1999 just 45% of 
Fortune 500 companies had a 
Coo, and the figure continues 
to drop.

executive development  
vehicles have expanded:
new development options  
offer ways for leaders to 
collaborate across the 
organization.

More functional leaders  
are taking on elements of 
general manager roles.

new Ceos increasingly choose  
to go without a deputy and 
take on the Coo role of “span 
breaker” themselves.

idea in brief
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a number she describes as “comfortable,” although 
looking ahead, she expects to have nine.

Finally, as they start to think about their depar-
ture and move into the succession-planning phase  
of their tenure, CEOs continue to trim the team, 
aware that even with their increased experience, 
they can manage only so many direct reports. At 
this stage, they’re apt to reserve berths for strategi-
cally invaluable executives and true up-and-comers. 
We’ve found that they typically consolidate direct 
reports to six or so and focus their time and atten-
tion on grooming one successor (traditionally the 
presumed successor was the COO, but the field has 
widened with the decline of that role) or preparing 
a few significant executives who’ve had experience 
running large segments of the P&L.

Assess the Degree of cross-
organization collaboration Required
How much time do you spend in cross-organization 
committees and meetings? How much time should 
you be spending in them? If the answer to either 
question is “a lot,” your span of control should be 
relatively small. Staying on top of integration chal-
lenges uses up management capacity. At the same 
time, evaluate your cross-organization activities 
carefully, with an eye toward whether your direct 
involvement is always warranted. 

Sara Mathew found herself overly enmeshed in 
tackling integration challenges head on. “I thought 
hub-and-spoke worked pretty well earlier in my 
executive career, when I was in a smaller hub. Our 
team talked several times a day and made all the de-

the tool below can help Ceos and other senior executives approximate the 
right number of direct reports. estimate where you fall on the continuum for 
each item and, using the numbers at the bottom, average your responses to 
find your target range. omit the fourth item if you are not a Ceo.

SeLf-DiAGNoSiS
What is your target Span of control?

StAGe 3
SUCCeSSion PRePaRation 
(Final 12–18 MontHS)

StAGe 2
SteaDy State

StAGe 1
neW (FiRSt  
12 MontHS) 

SiGNificANt
(MoRe tHan 25% oF tiMe)

MoDeRAte
(15%–25%)

MiNiMAL
(leSS tHan 15%)

SiGNificANt
(MoRe tHan 20%)

MoDeRAte
(10%–20%)

MiNiMAL
(leSS tHan 10%)

ceo & cHAiRMAN 
coMbiNeD

ceo & cHAiRMAN 
SepARAte 

Consider your stage in learn-
ing the business, assessing 
executive talent, develop-
ing the team, changing the 
management style, and 
developing the strategy.

your position in the life cycle

cross-organization collaboration required

Activities beyond your direct span

for ceos only: Are you playing dual roles?

think about factors such as whether  
your company’s businesses are highly 
related, the importance of collaboration 
to strategy execution, whether your busi-
ness is undergoing a transformation, and 
how collaborative your organization is.

Do you manage by walking around—meeting 
with customers or regulators and spending 
time in the field—or do you delegate more 
and focus your time in headquarters?  
Does your allocation of time align with  
the strategic priorities of the business?

Do you have a 
chairman, or do 
you perform both 
functions? Check the 
appropriate box.

eStImAted NumBeR Of dIRect RePORtS

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12+
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cisions,” she says. “Then I became CEO and found  
I was often in the middle unnecessarily. If the two 
of you need to work together, and you both work  
for me, you can either talk to each other or bring  
it to me. I found myself in the center of several is-
sues that really didn’t need my direct participation, 
and that was something I had to work on. I had to 
step out while ensuring that whoever was going  
to be integrating on my behalf had the readiness and 
capability to do it well.” 

The degree of integration required and, in turn, 
the importance of having strategic functional spe-
cialists in the corporate center’s top team are often 
a function of how related a company’s businesses 
are. The more highly related the business activities, 
the more time a leader is likely to spend on integra-
tion issues, working with colleagues at the next level 
down in committees or one-on-one. Companies fall 
along a spectrum: At one end are diversified hold-
ing companies, in which senior management typi-
cally takes a fairly hands-off approach to day-to-day 
operations and concentrates on overall portfolio 
management instead. At the other end are single-
industry companies, in which an actively involved 
corporate center oversees highly related operations. 
When such collaboration is needed, key factors are 
the team’s experience working as a group and its fa-
miliarity with others’ operations. 

As a leader tries to allocate her capacity and de-
termine her span, she must also take into account 
whether the business is undergoing a transforma-
tion. If it is, what proportion of her time needs to 
be spent managing the transition, and what propor-
tion should go toward running the current business? 
One CEO we spoke with, who was closely involved 
in running his current business while also attempt-
ing to transform it, started our meeting by declaring,  

“I don’t have time to think.”
Greg Page is the chairman and CEO of Cargill, a 

$100-billion-plus company with more than 70 busi-
ness units. He keeps his top team small: The com-
pany’s senior governing body, the Cargill Leadership 
Team, contains just six people. The CLT’s role is to al-
locate human and financial capital and set the broad 
strategy, messaging, and tone, but it is committed to 
shared leadership, with several layers of responsibil-
ity. The next layer is the Corporate Center, which in-
cludes CLT members and about 25 others who serve 
as functional and platform leaders (the latter oversee 
the business units). The non-CLT Corporate Center 
members are “tagged,” to use Cargill terminology, to 

DAtA Set
approximately 300  
Fortune 500 companies 

poSitioNS StuDieD
Ceos and general  
managers of business 
units

other C-suite positions, 
including Coo, CFo, CMo, 
general counsel, and  
chief of R&D

AcADeMic pApeRS
Studies by Julie Wulf and 
coauthors, including:

“the Flattening Firm”  
(The Review of econom-
ics and statistics,  
november 2006)

“Who lives in the C-Suite?” 
(HBS Working Paper, 
2011)

“the Flattened Firm— 
not as advertised” (HBS 
Working Paper, 2011)

otHeR
Detailed review of  
compensation data

extensive interviews  
with senior executives

About the 
Research

a CLT member to ensure that administrative matters 
and accountabilities are aligned and appropriately 
handled. Members of the Corporate Center, along 
with some business unit leaders and next-level 
functional leaders, populate 12 committees, includ-
ing the corporate food risk committee, the technol-
ogy committee, the strategy and capital committee, 
the people team, the business conduct committee, 
and the Cargill brand reputation committee; these 
set company policy and direction. Many of the func-
tions and business units mimic this model, handling 
daily operations with leadership teams that share 
best practices and tackle key issues collectively. 

“By keeping the CLT too small to conduct the day-
to-day affairs of the company, it forces that account-
ability and ownership down the line,” Page says. 

“With it comes a lot of engagement and shared, or col-
lective, leadership. There’s an expression a colleague 
coined: ‘The role of the CLT is to put our noses in and 
keep our fingers out.’ That’s the right way to run a 
company this size.” 

consider How Much time you  
Spend on Activities outside  
your Direct Span of control 
Once you’ve emerged from your initial year or so, 
ask yourself: Are you spending enough time on the 
strategic capabilities that will make a difference to 
the business? Are you working with regulators or 
meeting customers to learn firsthand what they 
think, not just what others tell you they think? Or 
are you staying too close to the functional areas or 
business unit you used to lead? This is partly a matter 
of style: Some executives manage by walking around 
or spending a day a week in the field, while others 
delegate outside activities and concentrate their 
time in headquarters. It’s natural to follow your own 
style, but that doesn’t always lead to the best use of 
your time. First, be aware of how you’re spending 
your days and how that meshes with the needs of 
the business; awareness is the starting point of any 
adjustment that may help you in the longer run.

Don Knauss of Clorox makes interacting with cus-
tomers a priority, because it supports his sales teams’ 
efforts. “I see about 20 customers a year. I want to 
continue to do that. If I had a broader span of con-
trol, I don’t know that I could,” he says. “I probably 
spend more time with customers than anybody in 
the company. As CEO, I need to bring that external 
perspective to the company. Everybody else has 
their head down and they’re much more internally 
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WoRkiNG toWARD A “MAGic 
NuMbeR” Many executives 
seem to have read somewhere 
that “seven is the right number 
of direct reports,” or they use a 
successful colleague’s span as a 
benchmark—overlooking differ-
ences in strategies, styles, and 
executive-development agendas.

RuSHiNG to tHe “eND StAte” 
MoDeL an executive’s desire to 
look decisive often trumps the 
value of taking the necessary 
time—12 months or so—to assess 
the business, evaluate people, 
and adjust strategies before set-
ting up the organization for the 
longer term. 

StickiNG WitH AN out-of-DAte 
MANAGeMeNt StyLe leaders 
should adapt their approach to 
suit their new office and the busi-
ness’s needs and strategy. tradi-
tional hub-and-spoke leaders, for 
example, sometimes hold on to 
their old decision-making model 
even though a more horizontal 
and collaborative capability-
building approach is called for.

oriented. Let’s get the numbers. I’m the one who’s 
got to keep pushing them: ‘Well, I saw this customer, 
I saw that customer, and they’re telling me we’re way 
off on this.’” That’s the sort of thinking—What is the 
best use of my time?—needed to make good span-of-
control choices.

consider the Scope of your Role
Even as many new CEOs are taking on the role of 
COO as well, fewer are assuming the chairman’s job. 
If you are acting as both CEO and chairman, your abil-
ity to manage a large number of direct reports will be 
somewhat constrained. Dividing the roles may allow 
you to take on more functional responsibility. 

When Greg Wasson was promoted from COO 
to CEO of Walgreens, in February 2009, he was the 
company’s first CEO not to hold the chairman posi-
tion. In response to shifting demographic and in-
dustry trends, Walgreens was transitioning from 
a traditional drugstore business toward commu-
nity health care. The business was becoming less 
about filling prescriptions and more about meet-
ing broader health needs, ranging from one-stop 
shopping for an aging customer base to flu shots 
and personal service. The company was expand-
ing rapidly—at one point, it was opening a new 
store every 16 hours—and it seemed important that 
Wasson be closely involved with the execution. So 

the board opted to have a different person serve  
as chairman.

At the same time, if you decide not to appoint a 
COO, you’ll have more on your hands and no middle 
layer to serve as a deputy. Wasson decided not to 
replace himself as COO. Early in his tenure as CEO 
he had 14 direct reports (his predecessor had had 
seven). Having direct access to the business and 
freedom from orchestrating board business allowed 
him to fully restructure the organization. He ripped 
apart some areas that had been consolidated, sepa-
rating merchandising from marketing, for example. 
He hired a new chief marketing officer from outside 
the company, choosing someone with experience 
marketing services, not just products. He tapped an 
expert in customer experience and loyalty from the 
airline industry, which has been working the loyalty 
agenda for 30 years. 

consider your team’s composition
As noted, it’s not just the number of people on a top 
team that’s been in flux in recent years; the mix has 
been changing as well. As the span of control broad-
ens, more and more functional specialists 
(chief information officers, chief marketing 
officers, and so on) are elevated to the 
senior team. On average, four out of 
five positions added to a Fortune 

Many leaders populate their teams with  
the usual suspects, adding others only  
if there’s room. turn this logic on its  
head: Start with the capabilities that  
will drive your strategy forward.  

typical Mistakes
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typical Mistakes

500 CEO’s span of control in the past 20 years have 
been functional specialists rather than the more tra-
ditional pick—the major business-unit head.

This is good news for functional managers anx-
ious for a seat at the table. If CEOs aren’t taking on 
the chairman role, they have more time to devote to 
business strategy—and our research and experience 
shows that they’re finding more opportunities to in-
clude new points of view in their strategic planning. 

What are the few strategic capabilities needed to 
drive success for the company, or for the portion you 
lead? What voices do you want at the table (signal-
ing to the rest of the organization what is important)?

Some of the capabilities you need may be new to 
the company. Recall that Greg Wasson made key out-
side hires to acquire the deep functional expertise he 
needed to deliver on his strategy for Walgreens. 

Also consider the degree of relatedness of your 
businesses. Firms with a single business or with 
closely related businesses typically have corporate 
centers that coordinate activities across business 
units in order to exploit synergies. (These sorts of 
companies, rather than the holding-company model, 
are increasingly the norm.) The research shows that 
the more closely related a company’s businesses 
are, the greater the number of functional specialists 
in the top team, suggesting that the corporate core 
becomes more involved in running those businesses. 
Because the various businesses within such a com-
pany draw on the same functional expertise (market-
ing, R&D, and so forth), and because that expertise 
is strategically important in differentiating the com-
pany from its competitors, it needs to be represented 
at the highest level of decision making, where it can 
be most effectively leveraged on a global basis.

Here’s how Don Knauss sums up the rationale for 
putting functional specialists on Clorox’s top team: 

“First, I did it to get real-time feedback on strategy 
and operations and on the leaders from those func-

tions who control most of the spending and people. 
Second, I wanted to force a more global view of the 
business. You’re not just responsible for the U.S.—
you’re responsible for the company in total, and 
for driving capabilities, marketing, sales, R&D, and 
product supply globally. Third, it was to support 
their personal development. I think it forces people 
to be on their game a little more, too.” 

Take a look at the more mature areas of your busi-
ness and consider consolidating some of the activi-
ties under a few strong leaders. Ask yourself if you 
are spending sufficient time and attention helping 
the organization execute a forward-looking strategy. 
Too many leaders populate their team with the usual 
suspects—the same roles that have always reported 
to the position—and include different roles only if 
there is some room. Our advice is to turn this logic on 
its head: Start with the capabilities and roles needed 
to push your strategy forward.

tHe cHANGiNG structure at the top is, in many re-
spects, a response to changes in the environment in 
which firms operate. It reflects and enables expanded 
leadership capacity on the part of chief executives. 
But there are downsides to increased spans of con-
trol (see the exhibit “Typical Mistakes”). In amassing 
direct reports, some CEOs succumb to the temptation 
to micromanage or to consolidate power for them-
selves. Others, instead of using their increased capac-
ity to focus on key constituencies (such as custom-
ers, the government, and the broader community), 
retreat to what they know best—running a P&L and 
supervising day-to-day operations. They become the 
problem-solver-in-chief, exercising capabilities that 
may have helped them land the corner office in the 
first place but are not adequate for leading the entire 
enterprise. The best leaders stay mindful of the ever-
evolving demands of the job and continually tweak 
their teams as they go.  HbR Reprint R1204H

uSiNG iRReLevANt MetRicS  
executives often rely on mea-
sures such as budget or the 
number of people in a unit (“it’s 
so large it has to report to me”) 
to decide on their direct reports, 
instead of letting strategy guide 
where they spend their time.

AppoiNtiNG A cHief opeRAt-
iNG officeR too SooN Ceos 
who name a Coo too early may 
limit their own ability to drive 
the strategy forward. they also 
risk losing promising people who 
view the succession plan as fixed.

SecoND-GueSSiNG youR  
RepLAceMeNtS Some new  
executives linger in their  
comfort zone, doing their old 
jobs instead of tackling new  
challenges, as if they don’t  
trust that their former responsi-
bilities are in capable hands. 
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